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Insuring Pastures 
The deadline to purchase or change Pasture, Rangeland, Forage – Rainfall Index (PRF-RI) 
insurance is quickly approaching. The deadline is November 15, 2020 to purchase PRF-RI for 
calendar year 2021. A producer selects the grid they want to insure. Indemnity payments are 
computed if the rainfall falls short of the insured level. The indemnity payments can be used 
to offset the related loss of forage production. At times the product may not work perfectly, 
but the goal for the insured is long-run viability. 
 
In the 2017 Census of Agriculture, there were 400.8 million acres in permanent pasture, 13.8 
million acres of pastured cropland, and 56.9 million acres of forage in the U.S. Most of those 
acres would be eligible to be insured using PRF-RI. Covered acres have increased from 54.7 
million acres in 2015 to 159.9 million acres in 2020. The product is popular on rangeland in 
the Southwest U.S. Arizona led the nation with 30.0 million covered acres, followed by 
Texas, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. Different metrics are also instructive. Texas lead with 
policies sold and total liabilities (dollars of coverage bought). Cow-calf states, such as 
Missouri, South Dakota, Kansas, and Oklahoma round out the top-five states based on 
policies sold. Florida enters the top five if ranking states by liabilities. Regardless of the 
ranking criteria, these states share exposure to forage production risk. 
 
PRF-RI can cover grazing or haying with county base levels that make up the price election 
level. Grazing tends to be more common. If a county base is higher or lower than a producer's 
expected forage costs, the insurance can be adjusted using a productivity index. The insurance 
premium is subsidized, similar to other crops. The subsidy ranges from 51 percent of the 
premium for the highest coverage level of 90 percent down to 59 percent for the lowest 
coverage level of 70 percent. That means the producer's actual cost declines as they go with 
lower election levels – giving an incentive to purchase something versus nothing. 
 
The on-going wicked aspect of the coverage is the need to select among two-month intervals 
to insure. Approaches vary when faced with the decision: some producers spread coverage 
across months to match when they use the forage, others load the coverage when moisture is 
most important for forage growth, and some spread out the coverage to increase the frequency 
of collecting. The subsidy, while attractive, can distract from solid choices. For example, the 
indemnity level (what is paid out) has exceeded the producers' portion of the premium for 
every year PRF-RI has been offered at the national level. In aggregate, the coverage pays off. 
However, that is not the case at the state or local levels. Staying with the coverage over time 
increases the chance of collecting. It may be challenging to rationalize some intervals, such as 
the latter months of the calendar year in the northern plains. These months also tend to have 
higher premium levels and lower frequencies of paying out indemnities than other intervals. 
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The Markets 
The markets finished mixed for the week. In the cash trade, fed cattle and boxed beef were 
lower. Feeder cattle prices were mixed across weight classes and locations. Corn prices were 
lower for the week. Cattle futures prices have increased sharply since last week. 
 

  Week of Week of Week of 
Data Source: USDA‐AMS Market News  10/30/20 10/23/20 11/1/19 

5-Area Fed 
Steer 

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $104.24  $105.07  $113.03  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $161.19  $163.95  $179.39  

Boxed Beef 
Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $207.15  $209.03  $230.78  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $17.31  $17.65  $25.78  

700-800 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $136.16  $137.62  -- 

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $144.92  $143.80  $159.98  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $122.70  $128.31  $145.60  

500-600 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $144.00  $149.15  -- 

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $157.88  $155.46  $161.42  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $131.26  $143.82  $151.81  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $3.86  $3.98  $3.76  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $181.00  $175.00  $145.50  

 


